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Abstract

Using new vp chargod-current data from the Ferrnilab 15-":

foot hycirogen bubble chamber, some properties of the v-induced

hadronic jets a re studied.» The angular size of the jets is mea-

sured and compared with results from e e annihilation. The

je ts in the two processes are found to be quite similar in t e rms

of the variables sphericity, thrust, and energy flow.
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Data on e e" annihilation [l-5] in the c. m. energy range 3 < V." < 1 3

G<3V have recently been compared fairly successfully with fragmentation jet

models and Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) jet theories. However, it has

been suggested [6-8] that in the QCD framework, due to gluon emission, the

single quark jet (the current fragments) produced in Icpton-nudcon (IN) col-

lisions has different properties than tb\: jets produced in e e collisions, while

the jet resulting from the recoiling quark-quark system (the target fragments)

will likely be more collimatcd than that of the single quark. Of course, in*the

naive quark parton model (QPJvi), a fragmenting single quark jet of a certain

flavor is expected to be the same in e e and iN interactions. In both of th^sc

inodels fcr .iN collisions, one is also faced with, the complicationAof the pri-

mordial transverse momentum of the confined quarks in the nucleon. It there-

fore seerr.s v-jry important to experimertr-lly compare the properties of jets

in iN arid e'e collisions.

In this paper we present new vp charged-current data and show that the

observed jets are in fact very similar in angular size and shape to those

found in e'e" experiments for center-of-mass energies W_̂f 10 GeV. We

also examine the direction in which the measured jet axis actually points in

— 4- o

v p -•- u. X events at finite energy. •

L The data sample was obtained from exposures of the Fermilab 15-foot

hydrogen bubble chamber to a broad-band antineutrino beam. Over 90% of

the data were obtained using 400 GeV protons with focussing provided by two

magnetic horns. Data from neutrino-induced "background" events in the ex-

periment were also analyzed and are displayed in some of the distributions
ii

in this paper. Only events with three or more charged particles were pro-
cessed. Neutral particles arc in general not detected in this experiment, so



one must make somo assumptions to calculate the beam er.ergy fcj] . The

muon track was selected using kinematic techniques llC)] . Corrections have

been made in all distributions for muon selection efficiency, neutral current

background, and energy resolution.

Since published results on e e jets are always given for events hav-

ing ^ 4 charged particles, we impose the selection 5" 5 charged particles

(> 4 charged hadrons) on our data. To reduce background, we also demand

that y = (E-- - Ê  )/E- < 0. 8. We use only events v/ith E_ > 5 GeV. We

present the jet results in the c.m. frame of the virtv.?.! boson-nucleon system,

as suggested by Stevenson [6] . We do not impose a Q selection on the data

2 2
presented in this paper, but have checked that a Q > 1 (GeV/c) selection

has little ef:«sct on our results for W ̂  3 GeV.

Ths angular sisie of a jet has been defined by many different variables.

We first consider sphericity [ll-12] , delinec! as

S = f MinE (pf)./S(P2) ,
c x J. l r i

where Pj_ is relative to the jet axis and the sum is over all charged particles.

For a "perfect" jet event, S —- 0. The jet axis S is*Hefined as the direction

in space that minimizes S; for vp interactions, that axis should approach the

virtual boson-nucleon axis at high c. in. energy. ;

, A second measure of the shape of an event is the variable thrust [ 13-14]

defined as

where P« is relative to the jet axis and the sum is over all charged particles.

For a "perfect" jet event, T -• 1.i The jet's thrust axis, 1, is the direction

that maximizes T. At high energy, one expects T = S and so it is of interest

to check how close these two directions are at present energies.
I



In calculating S and T, we use tracks from both the single quark and

quark-quark hemispheres. Figure: l(a-b) shows our measv-rcmcnts of < S>

and i - < T> as a function of hadronic mass, \V, from 2 to ~ 11 GeV. Both

vp and vp data are plotted. Above 4 GeV, there is a clear decrease in the

jet angular size as (lie hatlromc ma.su increases. The variation is consistent

with a (log \V) dependence. There is little difference between the jets of the

two lepton-proton reactions. Also shown are uncorrected e'e annihilation

measurements:for a sjmilar V\r range [2-5] , including the new results from

PETRA. Very similar jets are produced by c e" and vp interactions. This

is quite surprising considering that the vp events alv/ays cor.tain a baryon and

the e e data contain a large charm particle contribution for W above 4 GeV.

Figurt i (c) shows < S> for vp as h. function of W for different particle

multiplicities. As one would expect, lo-.v multiplicity events are more jet-

like than i"r.z?.o of high multiplicity at a fixed W. However, above 4 GeV, all

topologies iho-v a decrease in <C S> with increasing mass.

In Fig. 2 we compare the shapes of the r= distributions in e e f2,5]

and vp interactions for two mean values of W. The agreement between the

e e data and the £N data is again quite good. Both sets of data show a clear dip

for S ^ 0. 1.

We next study the question of where Che jet axis determined by sphericity

or thrust actually points. In Fig. 3(a-f);, we show the angular distribution be-

tween the "natural" jet axis Q defined by the virtual boson-nuclcon direction and

the S and f axes. For Z. 5 ^ W <• 3.0 GeV, the jet direction is approximately

isotropically distributed with respect to Q. Only for \V ̂ > 4. 5 GeV doe.s the
il

jet axis defined by S or T appear to be a meaningful concept - i. e. , strongly

correlated with the virtual boson direction. This conclusion is consistent



with the data of Fig. 1 that show < S> decreasing with increasing W only

above 4 GoV. In all remaining distributions in this pap or, a \Y £• 4. 5 GeV

selection has been made.

The theoretical uncertainty in the direction of the jet a.:-:is can also bs

measured by calculating the angle 0 between the S and T axis. For the two

mass ranges 4. 5 =S W < 5. 5 GeV and 5.*5 -< W « 12 GeV, < 0,?. />,, > •-- 14. 5° ±

0,9 and 10, 7 ±0.7 , respectively. These values are essentially identical

to those found [3] in e e" annihilation at 9. 4 GeV. The strong correlation

between the jet axis and the direction P of the fastest particle observed in

e e reactions is also evident in vp interactions. For 5. 5 < V,r < 12 GeV,

< 0 (S • PF) > - 11. 3° ± 0. S° and < 0 (T • Pp) > = 19. 5° + 0. 9°, ' so that the dif-

ference bev.-'een the sphericity axis and the direction of the i£i5test particle

is not larger, within errors, than the difference between the directions of the

sphericity :—d thrust axo?.

Another measure of the angular sixe of ihe jet is given by the energy

flow of the particles with respect to the jet axis. Fig. 4(a) shows the distri-

1 d ECbution of -^ —,-j—-, where X is the angle relative to the thrust axis of a charged

particle with energy E The distribution, is given for particles in both the

single quark and quark-quark hemispheres, defined by a plane perpendicular

to the thrust axis. The selections W > 4. 5 GeV and T > 0. 85 have been applied.

The shapes of the jets in the two hemispheres are indistinguishable, with

.< X > = 28° ± 2° and < \ > = 26° ± ?.°. It has been suggested that tin-.

quark-quark jet might in fact be narrower than the single quark }et [15] We

find no evidence for this hypothesis for W^ 10 GeV, Fig. 4(b) displays the

strong negative correlation which c?kists between < X. > and T in both 7>p and

c e" reaction.:. [3] The data for thjc two processes are at somewhat different



energies, but the results are consistent, again showing that the jets, are of

very similar sisie.

In summary, we have found that the concept of a jet i:; meaningful only

for values of hadronic mass ^ 4. 5 GeV, the uncertainty in the direction of the

jot axis is ~ 10 , and that the angular size of jets in charmed-current vp

interactions is almost identical to that found in e e annihilation. The overall

similarity between the jPN and e c data in Figs. 1, Z, and 4 imj>lies that the

transverse momentum of the quarks v/ifhin the proton does not increase the

width of the jets.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 (a) 1 - < T > a s a function of hadronic mass V.r :•:>-• i-p, vp, and e e

interactions.

(b) < S]> as a function of hadi-onic mass V-" for vp, vp, ar.d e 'e"

ir-ieractiona..

{c) < S> as a function of n. in vp and vp inter act ions.

I'ig. 2 4 7T?- distributions: (a) vp for < \V"> =6.6 GeV and e 'e" for V.r = 7

G~V, arid (b) T-p plus vp for < V.T> ~ 10. 5 GeV and e+c" for V/ = 13

GtV.

Fig. 3 The angvilar distributions between the Q == P_ - P ..vector and the
v p.'

S and T vectors for three ranges of W in vp ir.terrictions.

1 c1ECFig. 4 (a) •r-y —g-— distributions for vp interactions v.-ith. \\ > 4. 5 GeV

and T ^ 0. 85. The solid curve represents the single quark,data

and the dotted curve represents the quark-quark data.

(b) Correlation between the width of the ener.-.•.• flow distribution

of 4(a) and the value of thrust of vp and e e interactions.
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